Trimark Data Gateway
TDG Benefits

Trimark Data Gateway is an

The versatility and flexibility of
Trimark Data Gateway (TDG)
enables resource owners to realize
the following benefits.

environmentally hardened,




Low cost distributed data
collection
Easy integration of field
controls with site or master
controllers



Single source technology from
field device to executive suite



Fast configuration and
implementation to ensure
schedules are met



Auto configuration feature that
scans for connected SMA
devices and sets up the
database

industrial computer that

The TDG can also be configured to host
Trimark SCADA and associated logic. It
can perform all of its functions
independently or as part of an
integrated control system.

provides connectivity and

Features and Functions

communications to connect

 Secure bi-directional data telemetry
 Automatic Generation Control (AGC)
 Programmable logic in a fielddeployed computer
 Provides I/O and communications to
field devices
 Supports NERC CIP compliance
 Indicates when devices lose
connectivity via port alarms
 Flexibility to scale to thousands of
data points
 Industry-standard communication
protocols including DNP3, Modbus,
OPC, and SMA’s proprietary YASDI
protocol

intelligent field devices.
The TDG is an essential component of
Trimark’s monitoring and control suite. It
can serve as a CAISO Remote Intelligent
Gateway (RIG), capturing, storing, and
forwarding data to a utility or balancing
authority.
TDG enables secure data exchange with
inverters, trackers, RTUs, RTACs, battery
energy management systems, revenue
meters, meteorological stations, and
more. This eliminates the need for
separate, single-purpose devices for data
telemetry and data logging.

TDG eliminates the need for separate,
single purpose devices for data
telemetry and data logging. It is built
from rugged components to ensure
reliability in extreme weather.

TDG Hardware and Construction

Overview
The TDG is available with a number of options for supporting
all levels of communication and environment requirements.
All of the hardware options support powerful processors and
I/O ports to communicate with any of the field devices and
sensors common to power generation and storage facilities.
The specifications listed below represent the standard
model. Other models are available with varying features and
options.
Housing1

Serial Connectivity1

Made of lightweight aluminum, the enclosure provides
durability without unnecessary weight. Its blue powder coat
exterior finish resists scratches and fingerprints.
Central Processor1
TDG is based on the quad-core Intel® Atom™ E3845
processor. Benefiting from Intel® Silvermont
microarchitecture, the Atom™ E3845 provides up to twice
the performance of previous Atom™ processors while
drawing less power.
Video Processor1
The Intel® Atom™ SoC implements a derivative of the
Generation 7 graphics engine. The graphics engine supports
two independent and simultaneously active interfaces. The
SYS-405Q provides support for analog VGA, DisplayPort 1.1,
and LVDS, which allows direct connection to a variety of LCD
displays.

TDG includes two Intel® I210 Gigabit Ethernet controllers
with support for IEEE 1588 and 802.1AS protocol timestamping, 802.1Qav Audio-Video Bridging, Error Correcting
Code (ECC) packet buffers, and advanced power
management, including Energy Efficient Ethernet (EEE). Both
interfaces support 10/100/1000 Mb/s multi-speed full, and
half-duplex operation.
The specifications included are for the standard model.
Actual options and features may vary depending on project
requirements.
2
Additional I/O converters may be required.
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Sensors, Inputs and Outputs2
 Accepts thermocouples, RTDs, strain gauges, voltage inputs,
4-20 mA current loops, and thermistors—each channel is
software programmable for sensor type and gain
 Integral cold junction sensor for thermocouple and ambient
temperature
 Screw terminals for easy wiring
 True four-wire circuits for resistive sensors
 Relay output
Sensor Resolution and Range
Sensor

Ethernet Connectivity1

1

The two 16C550 compatible serial channels include EXAR
SP339E multiprotocol transceivers with internal termination
and four configuration modes. Each transceiver is configurable
in the BIOS and supports RS-232, RS-485 (2-wire half duplex),
or RS-422 (4-wire full duplex).

Accuracy

Range

Thermocouple

0.1°C

-270°C to 1760°C

Thermistor

0.01°C

-55°C to 145°C

Resistors

0.03%

0 to 600k Ω

RTDs

0.05°C

-200°C to 800°C

Strain/Pressure 5uV

+100 mV

DC Voltage

10uV

+500 mV/+10V

Current Loops

0.01%

4 to 20 mA
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